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Information Related to Previously Announced Sale of SIG Combibloc and Amendment to Credit Agreement

On February 25, 2015, in connection with the previously announced sale of its SIG Combibloc business (the “SIG Disposition”), Reynolds Group Holdings Limited (the “Company”, “we”, “us” and “our”) entered into a Loan Modification Agreement and Amendment No. 9 (the “Credit Agreement Amendment”) to the Third Amended and Restated Credit Agreement, dated as of September 28, 2012 (as amended, supplemented and modified, the “Credit Agreement”), among the borrowers set forth therein, the Company, the lenders party thereto and Credit Suisse AG, as Administrative Agent, with respect to term loans outstanding under the Credit Agreement. The Credit Agreement Amendment will be effective upon the receipt by the Company of the SIG Disposition proceeds on the closing date of the SIG Disposition (the “Effective Date”). The conditions precedent to the closing of the SIG Disposition have been satisfied and we anticipate that the closing will occur in mid-March 2015.

Under the Credit Agreement Amendment, the terms of all outstanding term loans will be amended as described below. Pursuant to the Credit Agreement Amendment, and subject to the conditions described in the next two sentences, no net proceeds from the SIG Disposition (or any sale of the Company’s Evergreen and / or Closures businesses if a definitive agreement with respect to such businesses is signed prior to March 31, 2016) will be required to be used to prepay the term loans. However, the Credit Agreement Amendment requires that the net proceeds from the SIG Disposition (and if applicable, the sale of Evergreen and/or Closures, subject to certain rights with respect to the reinvestment of such proceeds) be used for debt repayment only and such repayment must be completed no later than 120 days from the date of receipt of the relevant proceeds. In addition, the Credit Agreement Amendment requires that the Company’s net senior secured first lien leverage, pro forma for the SIG Disposition (and if applicable, the sale of Evergreen and / or Closures) and associated debt repayment, must not exceed a ratio of 3.50:1.00. Pursuant to the Credit Agreement Amendment, the Eurocurrency applicable margin on the term loans will be increased to 3.50%. In the event that any term loans are repaid in a repricing transaction within six months of the Effective Date, the lenders holding such repaid loans shall be paid a fee equal to 1.0% of the repaid amount.

The form of Credit Agreement Amendment is furnished as Exhibit 1 to this report. The foregoing description of the Credit Agreement Amendment does not purport to be complete and is qualified in its entirety by reference to the full text of the Credit Agreement Amendment, which is incorporated herein by reference.

Information Related to Previously Announced Asset Sale Offers and Premium Tender Offers

On February 17, 2015, the Company announced that its wholly-owned subsidiaries had commenced (1) asset sale offers to purchase (the “Asset Sale Offers”) for cash their senior secured notes and senior notes (collectively, the “Notes”) pursuant to the Offer to Purchase, dated February 17, 2015 (the “Asset Sale Offer to Purchase”), and (2) the premium tender offers to purchase (the “Premium Tender Offers”) for cash certain of their Notes pursuant to the Offer to Purchase, dated February 17, 2015 (the “Premium Tender Offer to Purchase”).

The Company is amending the following information with respect to the Asset Sale Offers and Premium Tender Offers. As of February 25, 2015, the amount of cash proceeds (net of certain adjustments described in the indentures governing the Notes) to be received at the closing of the SIG Disposition is still currently estimated to be $4.150 billion (the “Net Proceeds”). As a result of the Credit Agreement Amendment, none of the Net Proceeds will be required to be used to prepay term loans under the Credit Agreement (subject to the conditions described above) (as amended, the “Initial Term Loan Prepayment”). Consequently, all of the Net Proceeds will be available for purchasing Notes in the Asset Sale Offers and Premium Tender Offers (as amended, the “Maximum Senior Secured Notes Asset Sale Offer Tender Amount”).

Full details of the terms and conditions of the Asset Sale Offers are included in the Asset Sale Offer to Purchase and accompanying Letter of Transmittal. Full details of the terms and conditions of the Premium Tender Offers are included in Premium Tender Offer to Purchase and accompanying Letter of Transmittal. Except for Initial Term Loan Prepayment and Maximum Senior Secured Asset Sale Offer Tender Amount, all other terms and conditions of the Asset Sale Offers and Premium Tender Offers are unchanged.
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Forward-Looking Statements:

This report may include statements that are, or may be deemed to be, “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. Forward-looking statements include statements regarding our goals, beliefs, plans or current expectations, including the estimated Net Proceeds and our ability to complete the SIG Disposition, taking into account the information currently available to our management. Forward-looking statements are not statements of historical fact. For example, when we use words such as “believe,” “anticipate,” “expect,” “estimate,” “plan,” “intend,” “should,” “would,” “could,” “may,” “might,” “will” or other words that convey uncertainty of future events or outcomes, we are making forward-looking statements. We have based these forward-looking statements on our management’s current view with respect to future events and financial performance and future business and economic conditions more generally. These views reflect the best judgment of our management, but involve a number of risks and uncertainties which could cause actual results to differ materially from those predicted in our forward-looking statements and from past
results, performance or achievements. Although we believe that the estimates and the projections reflected in the forward-looking statements are reasonable, such estimates and projections may prove to be incorrect, and our actual results may differ from those described in our forward-looking statements as a result of the following risks, uncertainties and assumptions, among others: risks related to strategic transactions, including completed and future acquisitions and dispositions, such as the risks that we may be unable to complete an acquisition or disposition, such as the SIG Disposition, in the timeframe anticipated, on its original terms, or at all, or that we may not be able to achieve some or all of the benefits that we expect to achieve from such transactions, including risks related to integration of our acquired businesses; risks related to the future costs of raw materials, energy and freight; risks related to economic downturns in our target markets; risks related to changes in consumer lifestyle, eating habits, nutritional preferences and health-related and environmental concerns that may harm our business and financial performance; risks related to complying with environmental, health and safety laws or as a result of satisfying any liability or obligation imposed under such laws; risks related to the impact of a loss of any of our key manufacturing facilities; risks related to our exposure to environmental liabilities and potential changes in legislation or regulation; risks related to our dependence on key management and other highly skilled personnel; risks related to the consolidation of our customer bases, competition and pricing pressure; risks related to exchange rate fluctuations; risks related to dependence on the protection of our intellectual property and the development of new products; risks related to our pension plans; risks related to our hedging activities which may result in significant losses and in period-to-period earnings volatility; risks related to our suppliers of raw materials and any interruption in our supply of raw materials; risks related to our substantial indebtedness and our ability to service our current and future indebtedness; risks related to increases in interest rates which would increase the cost of servicing our debt; and risks related to restrictive covenants in certain of our outstanding notes and our other indebtedness which could adversely affect our business by limiting our operating and strategic flexibility.

New risk factors emerge from time to time and it is not possible for us to predict all such risk factors, nor can we assess the impact of all such risk factors on our business or the extent to which any factor, or combination of factors, may cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in any forward-looking statements. Given these risks and uncertainties, you are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date hereof. Except as required by law, we undertake no obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. All subsequent written and oral forward-looking statements attributable to us or to persons acting on our behalf are expressly qualified in their entirety by the cautionary statements referred to above.
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized.

Reynolds Group Holdings Limited
(Registrant)

/s/ Joseph E. Doyle
Joseph E. Doyle
Group Legal Counsel
February 25, 2015
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LOAN MODIFICATION AGREEMENT AND AMENDMENT NO. 9 dated as of February 25, 2015 (this “Agreement”), related to the Third Amended and Restated Credit Agreement dated as of September 28, 2012 (as amended, supplemented or modified prior to the date hereof, the “Credit Agreement”; and as amended by this Agreement, the “Amended Credit Agreement”), by and among Reynolds Group Holdings Inc. (“RGHI”), Pactiv LLC, Reynolds Consumer Products Holdings LLC, Closure Systems International Holdings LLC, SIG Euro Holding AG & Co. KGaA, Closure Systems International B.V., Evergreen Packaging Inc., Reynolds Consumer Products LLC, Beverage Packaging Holdings (Luxembourg) III S.à r.l. (“BP III”), Reynolds Group Holdings Limited (“Holdings”), the Guarantors from time to time, the Lenders from time to time and Credit Suisse AG, as administrative agent for the Lenders (in such capacity, the “Administrative Agent”).

A. Pursuant to the purchase agreement dated November 23, 2014 (as amended, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time, the “SIG Purchase Agreement”), among Holdings, RGHI, BP III (collectively, the “SIG Sellers”), Onex Wizard US Acquisition Company GmbH, Onex Wizard US Acquisition II Inc. and Onex Wizard Acquisition Company I S.à r.l. (collectively, the “SIG Purchasers”), the SIG Sellers intend to sell to the SIG Purchasers the Equity Interests and other assets described in the SIG Purchase Agreement and constituting the SIG Combibloc business for aggregate consideration of €3.75 billion (with €3.575 billion payable at closing, subject to certain adjustments based upon closing date cash, indebtedness, working capital and current tax assets and liabilities, and with an additional amount up to €175 million payable depending upon the financial performance of the SIG Combibloc business in 2015 and 2016 (such additional amount, together with any post-closing purchase price adjustments or other post-closing contingent payments received by the SIG Sellers pursuant to the SIG Purchase Agreement and other Net Cash Proceeds deemed received with respect to the SIG Sale (as defined below) after the closing thereof, the “Contingent SIG Proceeds”). The sale of the SIG Combibloc business to the SIG Purchasers pursuant to the SIG Purchase Agreement or, in the event the SIG Purchase Agreement shall terminate or the transactions contemplated thereby otherwise not be consummated, any other
sale by one or more SIG Sellers of all or any portion of the SIG Combibloc business to one or more purchasers (whether related or not) in one or more transactions, is referred to herein as the “**SIG Sale**”.

B. On July 28, 2014, Holdings publicly announced that it was undertaking a strategic review of its ownership of its Evergreen and Closures businesses, which could result in a decision to sell to one or more purchasers (whether related or not), or otherwise dispose of, all or any portion of one or both of such businesses in one or more transactions (each of the SIG Sale and the potential sale or other disposition of the Evergreen and/or Closures businesses being referred to as a “**Disclosed Asset Sale**”).

C. Pursuant to Section 9.24 of the Credit Agreement, Holdings made a Loan Modification Offer to each U.S. Term Lender and each European Term Lender to make certain Permitted Amendments as set forth herein.

D. Holdings has also requested that the Credit Agreement be amended to, among other things, provide that the Borrowers shall not be required to use the net cash proceeds of the Disclosed Asset Sales to prepay the Term Loans of Accepting Term Lenders (as defined below) (or, if the Accepting Term Lenders, together with the Revolving Credit Lenders party hereto constitute the Required Lenders, the Term Loans of all Term Lenders) in certain circumstances, so long as such net cash proceeds are used (i) if the consent of the Required Lenders is not so obtained, to prepay the Term Loans of Declining Term Lenders (as defined below) and (ii) to redeem, repurchase or otherwise retire Senior Secured Notes, Senior Unsecured Notes, November 2013 Senior Unsecured Notes and/or Subordinated Notes.

E. The U.S. Term Lenders party hereto (the “**Accepting U.S. Term Lenders**”; each U.S. Term Lender that is not an Accepting U.S. Term Lender, a “**Declining U.S. Term Lender**”) are willing to agree to such amendments with respect to their U.S. Term Loans, and the European Term Lenders party hereto (the “**Accepting European Term Lenders**” and, together with the Accepting U.S. Term Lenders, the “**Accepting Term Lenders**”; each European Term Lender that is not an Accepting European Term Lender, a “**Declining European Term Lender**” and, together with the Declining U.S. Term Lenders, the “**Declining Term Lenders**”) are willing to agree to such amendments with respect to their European Term Loans, and the Lenders party to this Agreement are willing so to amend the Credit Agreement, in each case on the terms and subject to the conditions set forth herein.

F. Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC will act as sole lead arranger and sole bookrunner for this Agreement and the transactions contemplated hereby.

G. Capitalized terms used but not defined herein shall have the meanings assigned to them in the Credit Agreement.

Accordingly, in consideration of the mutual agreements herein contained and other good and valuable consideration, the sufficiency and receipt of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties hereto agree as follows:
SECTION 1.  Defined Terms; Interpretation; Etc. The rules of construction set forth in Section 1.02 of the Credit Agreement shall apply mutatis mutandis to this Agreement. This Agreement shall be a “Loan Document” for all purposes of the Amended Credit Agreement and the other Loan Documents.

SECTION 2.  U.S. Term Loans and European Term Loans. (a) Subject to the terms and conditions set forth herein and in the Amended Credit Agreement, effective as of the Effective Date (as defined below), (i) each Accepting U.S. Term Lender shall be a Tranche B-1 U.S. Term Lender under and as defined in the Amended Credit Agreement, and its U.S. Term Loans shall be converted into Tranche B-1 U.S. Term Loans thereunder, and (ii) each Accepting European Term Lender shall be a Tranche B-1 European Term Lender under and as defined in the Amended Credit Agreement, and its European Term Loans shall be converted into Tranche B-1 European Term Loans thereunder.

(b) Effective as of the Effective Date, (i) each Declining U.S. Term Lender shall be redesignated as a “Tranche B-2 U.S. Term Lender” under and as defined in the Amended Credit Agreement, and its U.S. Term Loans shall be redesignated as “Tranche B-2 U.S. Term Loans” thereunder, and (ii) each Declining European Term Lender shall be redesignated as a “Tranche B-2 European Term Lender” under and as defined in the Amended Credit Agreement, and its European Term Loans shall be redesignated as “Tranche B-2 European Term Loans” thereunder.

SECTION 3A. Permitted Amendments. Effective as of the Effective Date, the Credit Agreement is hereby amended as follows:

(a) Section 1.01 of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended by inserting the following defined terms in the appropriate alphabetical order therein:

“Amendment No. 9” shall mean Loan Modification Agreement and Amendment No. 9 dated as of February 25, 2015, to the Credit Agreement.

“Amendment No. 9 CP Date” shall have the meaning assigned to the term “CP Date” in Amendment No. 9.

“Amendment No. 9 Effective Date” shall have the meaning assigned to the term “Effective Date” in Amendment No. 9.

(b) Section 1.01 of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended by inserting the following additional defined terms in the appropriate alphabetical order therein:

“Tranche B-1 European Term Lender” shall mean a Lender with a Tranche B-1 European Term Loan.

“Tranche B-1 European Term Loans” shall mean the “Incremental European Term Loans” made pursuant to (and as defined in) Amendment No. 8 that
were designated as “Tranche B-1 European Term Loans” pursuant to Amendment No. 9.

“Tranche B-1 U.S. Term Lender” shall mean a Lender with a Tranche B-1 U.S. Term Loan.

“Tranche B-1 U.S. Term Loans” shall mean the “Incremental Term Loans” made pursuant to (and as defined in) Amendment No. 8 that were designated as “Tranche B-1 U.S. Term Loans” pursuant to Amendment No. 9.

“Tranche B-2 European Term Lender” shall mean a Lender with a Tranche B-2 European Term Loan.

“Tranche B-2 European Term Loans” shall mean the “Incremental European Term Loans” made pursuant to (and as defined in) Amendment No. 8 that were designated as “Tranche B-2 European Term Loans” pursuant to Amendment No. 9.

“Tranche B-2 Term Loans” shall mean the Tranche B-2 U.S. Term Loans and the Tranche B-2 European Term Loans.

“Tranche B-2 U.S. Term Lender” shall mean a Lender with a Tranche B-2 U.S. Term Loan.

“Tranche B-2 U.S. Term Loans” shall mean the “Incremental Term Loans” made pursuant to (and as defined in) Amendment No. 8 that were designated as “Tranche B-2 U.S. Term Loans” pursuant to Amendment No. 9.

(c) The definition of the term “Applicable Margin” set forth in Section 1.01 of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended by amending and restating the first paragraph in its entirety as follows:

“Applicable Margin” shall mean, for any day, (a) with respect to any Eurocurrency Tranche B-1 U.S. Term Loan, 3.50% per annum, (b) with respect to any Daily Rate Tranche B-1 U.S. Term Loan, 2.50% per annum, (c) with respect to any Eurocurrency Tranche B-2 U.S. Term Loan, 3.00% per annum, (d) with respect to any Daily Rate Tranche B-2 U.S. Term Loan, 2.00% per annum, (e) with respect to any Eurocurrency Tranche B-1 European Term Loan, 3.50% per annum, (f) with respect to any Daily Rate Tranche B-1 European Term Loan, 2.50% per annum, (g) with respect to any Eurocurrency Tranche B-2 European Term Loan, 3.25% per annum, (h) with respect to any Daily Rate Tranche B-2 European Term Loan, 2.25% per annum, (i) with respect to any Eurocurrency Revolving Loan, the applicable percentage set forth below under the caption “Eurocurrency Spread – Revolving Loans” and (j) with respect to any Daily Rate Revolving Loan, the applicable percentage set forth below under the caption “Daily Rate Spread – Revolving Loans”.


(d) The definition of the term “Class” set forth in Section 1.01 of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended by replacing the words “U.S. Term Loans, European Term Loans” therein with the words “Tranche B-1 U.S. Term Loans, Tranche B-2 U.S. Term Loans, Tranche B-1 European Term Loans, Tranche B-2 European Term Loans”.

(e) The definition of the term “European Term Lender” set forth in Section 1.01 of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended and restated in its entirety as follows:

“European Term Lender” shall mean a Tranche B-1 European Term Lender or a Tranche B-2 European Term Lender, or both, as the context may require.

(f) The definition of the term “European Term Loans” set forth in Section 1.01 of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended and restated in its entirety as follows:

“European Term Loans” shall mean the Tranche B-1 European Term Loans and the Tranche B-2 European Term Loans.

(g) The definition of the term “U.S. Term Lender” set forth in Section 1.01 of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended and restated in its entirety as follows:

“U.S. Term Lender” shall mean a Tranche B-1 U.S. Term Lender or a Tranche B-2 U.S. Term Lender, or both, as the context may require.

(h) The definition of the term “U.S. Term Loans” set forth in Section 1.01 of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended and restated in its entirety as follows:

“U.S. Term Loans” shall mean the Tranche B-1 U.S. Term Loans and the Tranche B-2 U.S. Term Loans.

(i) Section 2.03 of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended by replacing the words “U.S. Term Loans, European Term Loans” in clause (i) of the second sentence thereof with the words “Tranche B-1 U.S. Term Loans, Tranche B-2 U.S. Term Loans, Tranche B-1 European Term Loans, Tranche B-2 European Term Loans”.

(j) Section 2.04(a) of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended by replacing the words “each European Term Loan” in the third sentence thereof with the words “the applicable Class of European Term Loans”.

(a) Section 2.07 of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended by inserting the words “Tranche B-1” immediately before the words “U.S. Term Loan” therein.

(b) Paragraphs (i) and (ii) of Section 2.11(a) of the Credit Agreement are hereby amended and restated in their entirety as follows:

“(i) The U.S. Term Borrowers shall pay to the Administrative Agent, on the last Business Day of each calendar quarter ending after the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date, (x) for the account of the Tranche B-1 U.S. Term Lenders, a principal amount
of the Tranche B-1 U.S. Term Loans (as adjusted from time to time pursuant to Sections 2.12, 2.13(f) and 2.23(d)) equal to (A) a fraction, the numerator of which is the aggregate principal amount of Tranche B-1 U.S. Term Loans outstanding on the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date and the denominator of which is the aggregate principal amount of U.S. Term Loans outstanding on the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date, multiplied by (B) an amount equal to 0.25% of the aggregate principal amount of the U.S. Term Loans outstanding on the Amendment No. 8 Effective Date (as adjusted prior to the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date pursuant to Sections 2.12 and 2.13(f)) and (y) for the account of the Tranche B-2 U.S. Term Lenders, a principal amount of the Tranche B-2 U.S. Term Loans (as adjusted from time to time pursuant to Sections 2.12, 2.13(f) and 2.23(d)) equal to (A) a fraction, the numerator of which is the aggregate principal amount of Tranche B-2 U.S. Term Loans outstanding on the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date and the denominator of which is the aggregate principal amount of U.S. Term Loans outstanding on the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date, multiplied by (B) an amount equal to 0.25% of the aggregate principal amount of the U.S. Term Loans outstanding on the Amendment No. 8 Effective Date (as adjusted prior to the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date pursuant to Sections 2.12 and 2.13(f)).

(ii) The European Term Borrowers shall pay to the Administrative Agent, on the last Business Day of each calendar quarter ending after the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date, (x) for the account of the Tranche B-1 European Term Lenders, a principal amount of the Tranche B-1 European Term Loans (as adjusted from time to time pursuant to Sections 2.12, 2.13(f) and 2.23(d)) equal to (A) a fraction, the numerator of which is the aggregate principal amount of Tranche B-1 European Term Loans outstanding on the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date and the denominator of which is the aggregate principal amount of European Term Loans outstanding on the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date, multiplied by (B) an amount equal to 0.25% of the aggregate principal amount of the European Term Loans outstanding on the Amendment No. 8 Effective Date (as adjusted prior to the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date pursuant to Sections 2.12 and 2.13(f)) and (y) for the account of the Tranche B-2 European Term Lenders, a principal amount of the Tranche B-2 European Term Loans (as adjusted from time to time pursuant to Sections 2.12, 2.13(f) and 2.23(d)) equal to (A) a fraction, the numerator of which is the aggregate principal amount of Tranche B-2 European Term Loans outstanding on the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date and the denominator of which is the aggregate principal amount of European Term Loans outstanding on the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date, multiplied by (B) an amount equal to 0.25% of the aggregate principal amount of the European Term Loans outstanding on the Amendment No. 8 Effective Date (as adjusted prior to the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date pursuant to Sections 2.12 and 2.13(f)).”

(c) Section 2.12(e) of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended and restated in its entirety as follows:
“(e) If, prior to the date that is six months after the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date, (i) all or any portion of the Tranche B-1 European Term Loans or the Tranche B-1 U.S. Term Loans are prepaid out of the proceeds of a substantially concurrent issuance or incurrence of secured term loans that are marketed or syndicated to banks and other institutional investors and the effective yield (as determined by the Administrative Agent in consultation with Holdings and in a manner consistent with generally accepted financial practice and, in any event, excluding the effect of any arrangement, structuring, syndication, commitment or other fees in connection therewith that are not shared with all providers of such financing, and without taking into account any fluctuations in the Adjusted LIBO Rate, the EONIA Rate or the EURIBO Rate) of such secured term loan financing is less than the yield (as determined by the Administrative Agent on the same basis) of the Tranche B-1 European Term Loans or the Tranche B-1 U.S. Term Loans, as the case may be, or (ii) a Tranche B-1 European Term Lender or a Tranche B-1 U.S. Term Lender must assign its Tranche B-1 European Term Loans or Tranche B-1 U.S. Term Loans, as the case may be, pursuant to Section 2.21, in each case as a result of its failure to consent to an amendment that would reduce (as determined by the Administrative Agent in consultation with Holdings) any of the interest rate margins (or other pricing-related terms) then in effect with respect to such Tranche B-1 European Term Loans or Tranche B-1 U.S. Term Loans, as the case may be, then in each case the aggregate principal amount so prepaid or assigned will be subject to a fee payable by the European Term Borrowers, in the case of Tranche B-1 European Term Loans, or the U.S. Term Borrowers, in the case of Tranche B-1 U.S. Term Loans, in each case equal to 1.0% of the principal amount thereof; provided that this Section 2.12 (e) shall not apply to any prepayment of the Tranche B-1 Term Loans upon the occurrence of a Change in Control.”

(d) Section 2.23(a) of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended by inserting the words “of any Class” immediately following the words “European Term Loans” in clause (v) thereof.

SECTION 3B. Additional Amendments. Effective as of the Effective Date, immediately after the effectiveness of the amendments set forth in Section 3A above, the Credit Agreement is hereby amended as follows:

(a) Section 1.01 of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended by inserting the following defined terms in the appropriate alphabetical order therein:

“Contingent SIG Proceeds” shall have the meaning assigned to such term in Amendment No. 9.

“Disclosed Asset Sale” shall have the meaning assigned to such term in Amendment No. 9.
“Excepted Asset Sale” shall mean any Disclosed Asset Sale for which a definitive agreement shall have been executed and delivered by the parties thereto prior to March 31, 2016.

“Excepted Asset Sale Net Cash Proceeds” shall mean, with respect to any Excepted Asset Sale, the Net Cash Proceeds thereof.

(b) Section 2.13(b) of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended by adding the following at the end thereof:

“Notwithstanding the foregoing, Net Cash Proceeds constituting Excepted Asset Sale Net Cash Proceeds shall not be required to be used to prepay Tranche B-1 U.S. Term Loans and Tranche B-1 European Term Loans to the extent an amount equal to such Excepted Asset Sale Net Cash Proceeds (for the purpose of calculating such amount, the term “Net Cash Proceeds” shall have the meaning set forth in Section 4(d) of Amendment No. 9; except that for purposes of determining the Net Cash Proceeds (other than any Contingent SIG Proceeds) of the SIG Sale (as defined in Amendment No. 9), the first proviso following clause (a)(iv) of the definition thereof shall be disregarded) is used (x) if at the time of receipt (or, if applicable, in the case of Net Cash Proceeds with respect to which Holdings has delivered a notice to the Administrative Agent electing Reinvestment, deemed receipt) thereof the Tranche B-2 Term Loans have not been repaid in full, within four Business Days of receipt (or deemed receipt) thereof to prepay the Tranche B-2 Term Loans in accordance with this Section 2.13(b), together with all accrued and unpaid interest thereon and fees and expenses related thereto, and (y) within 120 days after the receipt (or deemed receipt) thereof, to redeem, repurchase or otherwise retire (including by depositing such Excepted Asset Sale Net Cash Proceeds in a defeasance or similar trust or arrangement for the benefit of Indebtedness that has been called for redemption or otherwise defeased, satisfied or discharged) Senior Secured Notes, Senior Unsecured Notes, November 2013 Senior Unsecured Notes and/or Subordinated Notes, and to pay premiums and accrued and unpaid interest thereon and fees and expenses related thereto, it being understood that if the aggregate principal amount of Senior Secured Notes so redeemed, repurchased or otherwise retired (or otherwise defeased, satisfied or discharged) at the end of such 120-day period (the “Senior Secured Notes Repurchased Amount”) is less than the Target Senior Secured Debt Repayment Amount (as defined below), the Borrower shall within 4 Business Days following the end of such 120-day period prepay outstanding Term Loans in accordance with Section 2.13(f) in an amount equal to the difference between the Target Senior Secured Debt Repayment Amount and the Senior Secured Notes Repurchased Amount. The “Target Senior Secured Debt Repayment Amount” shall be the aggregate principal amount of Senior Secured Notes that needs to be repurchased in order for the Senior Secured First Lien Leverage Ratio, calculated by Holdings as of the date of receipt (or deemed receipt) of such Excepted Asset Sale Net Cash Proceeds after giving pro forma effect to the Excepted Asset Sale, the application of the Excepted Asset Sale Net Cash Proceeds to prepay the Tranche B-2 Term Loans
(if applicable), to repurchase such Senior Secured Notes and otherwise to repurchase Senior Unsecured Notes, November 2013 Senior Unsecured Notes and/or Subordinated Notes, as contemplated in the previous sentence, and to any other event as to which pro forma recalculation is appropriate, not to exceed 3.50 to 1.00. The pro forma calculations supporting the calculation of the Target Senior Secured Debt Repayment Amount may include estimates with respect to the various components of the pro forma calculation. The calculation of the Target Senior Secured Debt Repayment Amount shall be certified by a Financial Officer of Holdings as having been prepared in good faith and shall be conclusive absent manifest error.”

SECTION 3C. **European Revolver Amendments.** Effective as of the Effective Date, immediately after the effectiveness of the amendments set forth in Section 3A above, the Credit Agreement is hereby amended as follows:

(a) The introductory statement to the Credit Agreement is hereby amended by inserting the words “and the U.S. Revolving Borrowers (as defined in Article I)” immediately following the words “together with the European Term Borrowers” therein.

(b) Section 1.01 of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended by inserting the following defined terms in the appropriate alphabetical order therein:

**“Calculation Date”** shall mean (a) the date of delivery of each Borrowing Request for European Revolving Loans, (b) the date on which any European Revolving Loan is made, converted or continued, (c) the date of issuance, extension or renewal of any European Letter of Credit, (d) the last Business Day of each quarter and (e) such additional dates on which the Exchange Rate is calculated as the Administrative Agent shall specify.

**“Euro Equivalent”** shall mean, on any date of determination, with respect to any amount denominated in a currency other than Euro, the equivalent in Euro of such amount, determined by the Agent using the Exchange Rate at the time in effect.

**“Facility Fees”** shall have the meaning assigned to such term in Section 2.05 (a).

(c) The definition of the term “Applicable Margin” set forth in Section 1.01 of the Credit Agreement is hereby further amended by (i) deleting clauses (i) and (j) thereof and adding the following in their place: “(i) with respect to any Eurocurrency U.S. Revolving Loan, the applicable percentage set forth below under the caption “Eurocurrency Spread – U.S. Revolving Loans”, (j) with respect to any Eurocurrency European Revolving Loan, the applicable percentage set forth below under the caption “Eurocurrency Spread – European Revolving Loans”, (k) with respect to any Daily Rate U.S. Revolving Loan, the applicable percentage set forth below under the caption “Daily Rate Spread – U.S. Revolving Loans” and (l) with respect to any Daily Rate European Revolving Loan, the applicable percentage set forth below under the caption “Daily Rate Spread – European Revolving Loans” and (ii) amending and restating the table therein in its entirety as follows:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category 1</td>
<td>3.75%</td>
<td>2.75%</td>
<td>2.75%</td>
<td>1.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 5.50 to 1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category 2</td>
<td>3.50%</td>
<td>2.50%</td>
<td>2.50%</td>
<td>1.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 5.50 to 1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(d) The definition of the term “Business Day” set forth in Section 1.01 of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended by inserting the words “or any Calculation Date” immediately following the words “denominated in Euro” in clause (b) thereof.

(e) The definition of the term “European L/C Exposure” set forth in Section 1.01 of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended and restated in its entirety as follows:

“European L/C Exposure” shall mean at any time the sum of (a) the aggregate undrawn amount of all outstanding European Letters of Credit at such time denominated in Euro, plus the Euro Equivalent of the aggregate undrawn amount of all outstanding European Letters of Credit at such time denominated in Dollars and (b) the aggregate principal amount of all European L/C Disbursements denominated in Euro, plus the Euro Equivalent of the aggregate principal amount of all European L/C Disbursements denominated in Dollars, in each case that have not yet been reimbursed by or on behalf of the European Borrowers at such time. The European L/C Exposure of any European Revolving Credit Lender at any time shall equal its Pro Rata Percentage of the aggregate European L/C Exposure at such time.

(f) The definition of the term “European Revolving Credit Exposure” set forth in Section 1.01 of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended by inserting the words “denominated in Euro, plus the Euro Equivalent of the aggregate principal amount at such time of all outstanding European Revolving Loans of such Lender denominated in Dollars” immediately following the words “of such Lender” therein.

(g) The definition of the term “Fees” set forth in Section 1.01 of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended by inserting the words “the Facility Fees,” immediately before the words “the Administrative Agent Fees” therein.

(h) Section 1.05 of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended by inserting the following new sentence immediately before the first sentence thereof:

“On each Calculation Date, the Administrative Agent shall (a) determine the Exchange Rate as of such Calculation Date and (b) give notice thereof to the Borrower and to any Lender that shall have requested a copy of such notice. The Exchange Rate so determined shall become effective on such Calculation Date and shall remain
effective until the next succeeding Calculation Date, and shall for all purposes relating to the European Revolving Credit Commitments and the extension of credit thereunder (other than as set forth below or in any other provision expressly requiring the use of a current Exchange Rate) be the Exchange Rate employed in converting amounts between Dollars and Euro.”

(i) Section 2.01(a) of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended by inserting the words “or Dollars” immediately following the words “in a Designated Foreign Currency” in clause (ii) thereof.

(j) Section 2.05(a) of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended by (i) inserting the words “(the “Commitment Fees”)” immediately following the words “a commitment fee” in the first sentence thereof and (ii) amending and restating the second, third and fourth sentences thereof in their entirety as follows:

“Each European Borrower, jointly and severally, agrees to pay to each European Revolving Credit Lender, through the Administrative Agent, on the last Business Day of March, June, September and December in each year and on each date on which any Commitment of such Lender shall expire or be terminated as provided herein, a facility fee (the “Facility Fees”) in Euro equal to 1.00% per annum on the daily amount of the European Revolving Credit Commitment (whether used or unused) of such Lender during the preceding quarter (or other period commencing with the Amendment No. 9 Effective Date or ending with the Revolving Credit Maturity Date or the date on which the Commitments of such Lender shall expire or be terminated); provided that (i) if any European Revolving Credit Exposure remains outstanding following any such expiration or termination of the European Revolving Credit Commitments, the Facility Fees with respect to such European Revolving Credit Exposure shall continue to accrue for so long as such European Revolving Credit Exposure remains outstanding and shall be payable on demand and (ii) if any European Revolving Credit Exposure remains outstanding and shall be payable on demand and (ii) if any European Revolving Credit Lender shall become a Defaulting Lender, the portion of such facility fee attributable to the unused amount of the European Revolving Credit Commitment of such Defaulting Lender shall cease to accrue and shall not be payable hereunder. All Commitment Fees and Facility Fees shall be computed on the basis of the actual number of days elapsed in a year of 360 days.”

(k) Section 2.09(c) of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended by inserting the words “or the Facility Fees, as applicable,” immediately following the words “the Commitment Fees” in the second sentence thereof.

(l) Section 2.17 of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended by inserting the words “and the Facility Fees” immediately following the words “the Commitment Fees” therein.

(m) Section 2.22(a) of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended by inserting the words “or Dollars” immediately before the period at the end of the second sentence thereof.
SECTION 1. **Required Lender Amendments.** Subject to the satisfaction of the condition set forth in Section 5(b) hereof, the Credit Agreement is hereby further amended as follows:

(a) Section 1.01 of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended by inserting the following defined terms in the appropriate alphabetical order therein:

“**Asset Sale Prepayment Date**” shall mean, with respect to any Asset Sale and the Net Cash Proceeds received (or, in the case of proceeds with respect to which Holdings has delivered a notice to the Administrative Agent electing Reinvestment, deemed received) with respect thereto, the earlier of (a) the 90th day following the date on which such Net Cash Proceeds are received or deemed received, as applicable, and (b) the date on which Holdings or any of its Subsidiaries uses any of such Net Cash Proceeds to prepay or repurchase Indebtedness with Liens on the Collateral ranking pari passu with the Liens securing the Bank Obligations pursuant to an asset sale offer made in accordance with the provisions of the indenture or other agreement governing the terms of such Indebtedness.

“**Reinvest**” shall mean, with respect to any Asset Sale, to apply all or part of the proceeds therefrom (i) to make an investment not prohibited by Section 6.04 in any one or more businesses (provided, however, that if such investment is in the form of the acquisition of Equity Interests of a Person, such acquisition results in such Person becoming a Subsidiary if it is not already a Subsidiary), assets, or property or capital expenditures (including refurbishments), in each case used or useful in a Similar Business; or (ii) to make an investment in any one or more businesses (provided, however, that if such investment is in the form of the acquisition of Equity Interests of a Person, such acquisition results in such Person becoming a Subsidiary), properties or assets that replace the properties and assets that are the subject of such Asset Sale. The term “**Reinvestment**” shall have the meaning correlative thereto.

(b) The definition of the term “**Applicable Margin**” set forth in Section 1.01 of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended by amending and restating the first paragraph thereof and the table therein in their entirety as follows:

“**Applicable Margin**” shall mean, for any day, (a) with respect to any Eurocurrency U.S. Term Loan, 3.50% per annum, (b) with respect to any Daily Rate U.S. Term Loan, 2.50% per annum, (c) with respect to any Eurocurrency European Term Loan, 3.50% per annum, (d) with respect to any Daily Rate European Term Loan, 2.50% per annum, (e) with respect to any Eurocurrency U.S. Revolving Loan, the applicable percentage set forth below under the caption “Eurocurrency Spread – U.S. Revolving Loans”, (f) with respect to any Eurocurrency European Revolving Loan, the applicable percentage set forth below under the caption “Eurocurrency Spread – European Revolving Loans”, (g) with respect to any Daily Rate U.S. Revolving Loan, the applicable percentage set forth below under the caption “Daily Rate Spread – U.S. Revolving Loans” and (h) with respect to any Daily Rate
European Revolving Loan, the applicable percentage set forth below under the
caption “Daily Rate Spread – European Revolving Loans”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Leverage Ratio</th>
<th>Eur occurr ency Spread – U.S. Revolving Loans</th>
<th>Daily Rate Spread – U.S. Revolving Loans</th>
<th>Eurocurrency Spread – European Revolving Loans</th>
<th>Daily Rate Spread – European Revolving Loans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category 1</td>
<td>3.75%</td>
<td>2.75%</td>
<td>2.75%</td>
<td>1.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 5.50 to 1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category 2</td>
<td>3.50%</td>
<td>2.50%</td>
<td>2.50%</td>
<td>1.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 5.50 to 1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) Section 2.12(e) of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended by replacing the
words “Amendment No. 8 Effective Date” with the words “Amendment No. 9 Effective
Date”.

(d) The definition of the term “Net Cash Proceeds” set forth in Section 1.01 of
the Credit Agreement is hereby amended and restated in its entirety as follows:

“Net Cash Proceeds” shall mean (a) with respect to any Asset Sale, the cash
proceeds (including any cash received in respect of or upon the sale or other
disposition of any Designated Non-Cash Consideration received in any Asset Sale
and any cash payments received by way of deferred payment of principal pursuant
to a note or installment receivable or otherwise, but only as and when received, but
excluding the assumption by the acquiring Person of Indebtedness relating to the
disposed assets or other consideration received in any other non-cash form) net of
(i) direct costs relating to such Asset Sale and the sale or disposition of such
Designated Non-Cash Consideration (including legal, accounting and investment
banking fees, and brokerage and sales commissions), any relocation expenses
incurred as a result thereof and taxes paid or payable as a result thereof (after taking
into account any available tax credits or deductions and any tax sharing arrangements
related thereto) (it being understood that to the extent any amount to be netted under
this clause (i) is not known with certainty at the time any calculation of Net Cash
Proceeds is made, Net Cash Proceeds shall be calculated by netting the Borrower’s
good faith estimate of the relevant amount), (ii) amounts provided as a reserve, in
accordance with GAAP, against any liabilities associated with the asset disposed in
such transaction and retained after such sale or other disposition thereof, including
pension and other post-employment benefit liabilities and liabilities related to
environmental matters or against any indemnification obligations associated with
such transaction (provided that, to the extent and at the time any such amounts are
released from such reserve, such amounts shall constitute Net Cash Proceeds), (iii)
the pro rata portion of the Net Cash Proceeds thereof (calculated without regard to
this clause (iii)) attributable to minority interests to the extent not available for
distribution to or for the account of Holdings as a result thereof and (iv) amounts required to be applied to (x) the payment of principal, premium (if any) and interest on Indebtedness for borrowed money which is secured by such asset and which is required to be repaid with such proceeds (other than any Indebtedness assumed by the purchaser of such asset or any such Indebtedness secured by Liens on the Collateral ranking pari passu with, or junior to, the Liens securing the Bank Obligations) or (y) make any payment in respect of any Permitted Receivables Financing that is required to be made as a result of such transaction, including the related repurchase of Securitization Assets thereunder; provided, however, that, if (A) Holdings shall deliver a notice to the Administrative Agent at the time of receipt thereof electing to retain all or any portion of such proceeds for Reinvestment within 12 months of receipt of such proceeds and (B) no Default or Event of Default shall have occurred and shall be continuing at the time of delivery of such notice, such retained portion of such proceeds shall not constitute Net Cash Proceeds except to the extent not so used at the end of such 12-month period or to the extent that at any time prior to the end of such 12-month period Holdings notifies the Administrative Agent that it elects not to pursue such Reinvestment, at which time such retained portion of such proceeds shall be deemed to be Net Cash Proceeds; provided further that the aggregate cash proceeds received by Holdings or any Subsidiary in respect of the sale, transfer or other disposition of Non-Strategic Land in an aggregate amount of up to €25,000,000 shall not constitute Net Cash Proceeds; and (b) with respect to any issuance or incurrence of Indebtedness by Holdings or any Subsidiary, the cash proceeds thereof, net of all taxes and customary fees, commissions, costs and other expenses incurred in connection therewith.

(e) Section 2.13(b) of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended and restated in its entirety as follows:

“Not later than the Asset Sale Prepayment Date with respect to any Asset Sale, the Borrowers shall apply an amount equal to 100% of the Net Cash Proceeds received with respect thereto to prepay outstanding Term Loans in accordance with Section 2.13(f); provided that (i) no such prepayment will be required until the Net Cash Proceeds in respect of Asset Sales received from and after the time of the immediately preceding prepayment under this clause (b) (or if no such prepayments have yet occurred, from the Closing Date) exceeds €20,000,000 and (ii) with respect to the Net Cash Proceeds of any Asset Sale, the Borrowers may use a portion of such Net Cash Proceeds to prepay or repurchase Senior Secured Notes with Liens on the Collateral ranking pari passu with the Liens securing the Bank Obligations to the extent any applicable Senior Secured Note Indenture requires the Borrowers to prepay or make an offer to purchase such Senior Secured Notes with the proceeds of such Asset Sale, in each case in an amount not to exceed the product of (1) the amount of such Net Cash Proceeds and (2) a fraction, the numerator of which is the outstanding principal amount of the Senior Secured Notes with a Lien on the Collateral ranking pari passu with the Liens securing the Bank Obligations and with respect to which such a requirement to prepay or make an offer to purchase exists.
and the denominator of which is the sum of the outstanding principal amount of such Senior Secured Notes and the outstanding principal amount of Term Loans.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, Net Cash Proceeds constituting Excepted Asset Sale Net Cash Proceeds shall not be required to be used to prepay Term Loans to the extent an amount equal to such Excepted Asset Sale Net Cash Proceeds (for the purpose of calculating the Net Cash Proceeds (other than any Contingent SIG Proceeds) of the SIG Sale (as defined in Amendment No. 9), the first proviso following clause (a)(iv) of the definition of “Net Cash Proceeds” shall be disregarded) is used, within 120 days after the receipt (or, if applicable, in the case of Net Cash Proceeds with respect to which Holdings has delivered a notice to the Administrative Agent electing Reinvestment, deemed receipt) thereof, to redeem, repurchase or otherwise retire (including by depositing such Excepted Asset Sale Net Cash Proceeds in a defeasance or similar trust or arrangement for the benefit of Indebtedness that has been called for redemption or otherwise defeased, satisfied or discharged) Senior Secured Notes, Senior Unsecured Notes, November 2013 Senior Unsecured Notes and/or Subordinated Notes, and to pay premiums and accrued and unpaid interest thereon and fees and expenses related thereto, it being understood that if the aggregate principal amount of Senior Secured Notes so redeemed, repurchased or otherwise retired (or otherwise defeased, satisfied or discharged) at the end of such 120-day period (the “Senior Secured Notes Repurchased Amount”) is less than the Target Senior Secured Debt Repayment Amount (as defined below), the Borrower shall within 4 Business Days following the end of such 120-day period prepay outstanding Term Loans in accordance with Section 2.13(f) in an amount equal to the difference between the Target Senior Secured Debt Repayment Amount and the Senior Secured Notes Repurchased Amount. The “Target Senior Secured Debt Repayment Amount” shall be the aggregate principal amount of Senior Secured Notes that needs to be repurchased in order for the Senior Secured First Lien Leverage Ratio, calculated by Holdings as of the date of receipt (or deemed receipt) of such Excepted Asset Sale Net Cash Proceeds after giving pro forma effect to the Excepted Asset Sale, the application of the Excepted Asset Sale Net Cash Proceeds to repurchase such Senior Secured Notes and otherwise to repurchase Senior Unsecured Notes, November 2013 Senior Unsecured Notes and/or Subordinated Notes, as contemplated in the previous sentence, and to any other event as to which pro forma recalculation is appropriate, not to exceed 3.50 to 1.00. The pro forma calculations supporting the calculation of the Target Senior Secured Debt Repayment Amount may include estimates with respect to the various components of the pro forma calculation. The calculation of the Target Senior Secured Debt Repayment Amount shall be certified by a Financial Officer of Holdings as having been prepared in good faith and shall be conclusive absent manifest error.”

SECTION 1. Conditions Precedent to Effectiveness. (a) The effectiveness of this Agreement (other than the amendments to the Credit Agreement set forth in Section 4 hereof, which shall become effective as set forth in paragraph (b) below), shall occur on and as of the date of the consummation of the first Excepted Asset Sale (such date being referred to
herein as the “**Effective Date**”); provided that the following conditions precedent shall have been satisfied or waived on or prior to such date (the date of satisfaction of such conditions precedent, the “**CP Date**”):

(i) The Administrative Agent shall have received counterparts of this Agreement that, when taken together, bear the signatures of (u) each Loan Party, (v) the Administrative Agent, (w) each Accepting U.S. Term Lender (x) U.S. Term Lenders that collectively hold U.S. Term Loans in an aggregate principal amount of at least $400,000,000, (y) each Accepting European Term Lender and (z) European Term Lenders that collectively hold European Term Loans in an aggregate principal amount of at least €200,000,000 (provided that the conditions set forth in clauses (x) and (z) above may be waived by the U.S. Term Borrowers and the European Term Borrowers, respectively).

(ii) Subject to the Agreed Security Principles and and, in the case of the Limited Loan Parties, the limitations set forth in Schedule I, on the CP Date, (x) the representations and warranties set forth in Article III of the Credit Agreement and in each other Loan Document shall be true and correct in all material respects on and as of the CP Date with the same effect as though made on and as of such date, except to the extent such representations and warranties expressly relate to an earlier date, (y) on the CP Date, no Default or Event of Default shall have occurred and be continuing, and (z) the Administrative Agent shall have received a certificate to the foregoing effect dated the CP Date and executed by a Financial Officer of Holdings.

(iii) The Administrative Agent shall have received, not later than the date on which each of the other conditions precedent set forth in this paragraph (a) are met, payment of (x) all fees and other amounts due and payable on or prior to the CP Date and, to the extent invoiced, reimbursement or payment of all reasonable and documented out-of-pocket expenses required to be reimbursed or paid by the Borrowers under any Loan Document, and (y) for the account of each U.S. Term Lender and European Term Lender that unconditionally executes and delivers a counterparty signature page to this Agreement at or prior to 5:00 p.m., New York City time, on February 24, 2015, an amendment fee (the “**Amendment Fee**”) in an aggregate amount equal to 0.25% of the aggregate principal amount of the U.S. Term Loans and European Term Loans, respectively, held by such Term Lender immediately prior to the CP Date. The Amendment Fee shall be payable in immediately available funds and, once paid, such fee or any part thereof shall not be refundable.

(iv) The Collateral Agents and each Loan Party that is not a Limited Loan Party shall have executed and delivered to the Administrative Agent a reaffirmation agreement (the “**Reaffirmation Agreement**”), substantially in the form attached hereto as Exhibit A, and other amendments, supplements and confirmations of existing Loan Documents reasonably requested by the Administrative Agent (it being understood that the documentation required to be delivered shall, in any event, be
no more onerous to Holdings and the Subsidiaries than the documentation required to be delivered on the Amendment No. 8 Effective Date, in each case subject to the Agreed Security Principles and, with respect to the Limited Loan Parties, the limitations, qualifications and other provisions set forth in Schedule I, and in each case with any modifications necessary to reflect the transactions contemplated hereby and such other modifications that are reasonably satisfactory to Holdings and the Administrative Agent.

(v) In addition, the effectiveness of the amendments to the Credit Agreement set forth in Section 3C shall also be subject to receipt of counterparts of this Agreement that, when taken together, bear the signature of each European Revolving Credit Lender.

(b) Subject to the following sentence, the amendments to the Credit Agreement set forth in Section 4 hereof shall become effective on the date (the “Section 4 Effective Date”) on which the Administrative Agent shall have received the written consent to this Agreement of Lenders constituting the Required Lenders as of such date, provided that (i) the occurrence of the CP Date shall be a condition precedent to the effectiveness of the amendments to the Credit Agreement set forth in Section 4 and (ii) if the Section 4 Effective Date occurs prior to the Effective Date, the amendments to the Credit Agreement set forth in Section 4 shall not become effective until the Effective Date. For purposes of the foregoing, the parties hereto acknowledge and agree that (x) if the Lenders executing this Agreement on or prior to the CP Date then constitute the Required Lenders, (A) the amendments to the Credit Agreement set forth in Sections 3A(a), 3B, 3C and 4 shall become effective simultaneously on the Effective Date and (B) the provisions of Sections 2 and 3A (other than Section 3A(a)) shall not become effective and shall be of no effect, such that all U.S. Term Lenders (regardless of whether any such Term Lender is an Accepting U.S. Term Lender or a Declining U.S. Term Lender) shall continue to constitute a single Class of Term Loans under the Amended Credit Agreement and all European Term Lenders (regardless of whether any such Term Lender is an Accepting European Term Lender or a Declining European Term Lender) shall continue to constitute a single Class of Term Loans under the Amended Credit Agreement and (y) if the Lenders executing this Agreement on or prior to the CP Date would constitute the Required Lenders after giving effect to the prepayment of the Tranche B-2 Term Loans as contemplated by the amendment to Section 2.13(b) of the Credit Agreement set forth in Section 3B(b) hereof, then the Section 4 Effective Date shall occur at the time on or after the Effective Date of such prepayment of the Tranche B-2 Term Loans and the amendments to the Credit Agreement set forth in Section 4 (other than the amendments set forth in Sections 4(b) and 4(c), which shall not become effective and shall be of no effect) shall become effective as of such date.

(c) The amendments to the Credit Agreement set forth in Sections 3A, 3B, 3C and 4 shall become effective at the times (and subject only to the satisfaction of the conditions) specified in Sections 5(a) and 5(b) above, respectively, without any further action or consent on the part of any party hereto or of any of its successors, transferees or assigns to or of its rights or interest in or arising under any Loan or any Loan Document. For the avoidance of
doubt, the consent given by a Lender on or prior to the CP Date shall bind its successors, transferees and assigns for purposes of determining whether consent from the Required Lenders, has been obtained on the Section 4 Effective Date.

SECTION 1. **Representations and Warranties.** To induce the other parties hereto to enter into this Agreement, each Loan Party hereto represents and warrants to the Administrative Agent and each of the Lenders, with respect to itself, that, as of the CP Date, this Agreement has been duly authorized, executed and delivered by such Loan Party, and, subject to the Legal Reservations and, solely with respect to the Limited Loan Parties, the limitations and qualifications set forth in Schedule I, constitutes a legal, valid and binding obligation of such Loan Party enforceable against such Loan Party in accordance with its terms. The Amended Credit Agreement, subject to the Legal Reservations and, solely with respect to the Limited Loan Parties, the limitations and qualifications set forth in Schedule I, constitutes a legal, valid and binding obligation of each Loan Party hereto enforceable against such Loan Party in accordance with its terms.

SECTION 2. **Effect of Agreement.** Except as expressly set forth herein, this Agreement shall not, by implication or otherwise, limit, impair, constitute a waiver of, or otherwise affect the rights and remedies of the Lenders, the Administrative Agent or the Collateral Agents under the Credit Agreement or any other Loan Document, and shall not alter, modify, amend or in any way affect any of the terms, conditions, obligations, covenants or agreements contained in the Credit Agreement or any other Loan Document, all of which shall continue in full force and effect. Nothing herein shall be deemed to entitle any Loan Party to a consent to, or a waiver, amendment, modification or other change of, any of the terms, conditions, obligations, covenants or agreements contained in the Credit Agreement or any other Loan Document in similar or different circumstances. None of (i) this Agreement or (ii) any other Loan Document executed and delivered in connection herewith shall constitute a novation, payment and reborrowing or complete or partial termination of the Bank Obligations under the Credit Agreement and the other Loan Documents as in effect prior to the Effective Date. Subject to the limitations set forth in Schedule I, the Liens and security interests in favor of the Collateral Agents for the benefit of the Secured Parties securing payment of the Bank Obligations under the Credit Agreement are in all respects continuing and in full force and effect with respect to all Bank Obligations. After the date hereof, any reference in any Loan Document to the Credit Agreement shall be deemed to refer without further amendment to the Credit Agreement as amended hereby.

SECTION 3. **Consent.** Each Loan Party (solely in the case of the Limited Loan Parties subject to the limitations set forth in Schedule I) hereby consents to this Agreement and the transactions contemplated hereby. Each of the parties hereto hereby acknowledges and agrees that each amendment to the Credit Agreement set forth in Section 3A is a Permitted Amendment.

SECTION 4. **Post-Effective Matters.** Within the time periods set forth in Schedule II or such later date as may be agreed by the Administrative Agent in its sole discretion, the Loan Parties identified on Schedule II shall enter into, subject to the Agreed Security Principles, all agreements and do all things required to be entered into and done by them as set forth in
Schedule II, with each such required agreement to be in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to the Administrative Agent.

SECTION 5. Notices. All notices hereunder shall be given in accordance with the provisions of Section 9.01 of the Credit Agreement. The Administrative Agent shall promptly notify the Borrowers and the Lenders of the occurrence of the CP Date and the Section 4 Effective Date, and such notices shall be conclusive and binding.

SECTION 6. Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts and by different parties hereto in separate counterparts, each of which when so executed and delivered shall be deemed an original, but all such counterparts together shall constitute but one and the same contract. Delivery of an executed counterpart of a signature page of this Agreement by facsimile or electronic transmission shall be as effective as delivery of a manually executed counterpart hereof.

SECTION 7. Applicable Law. THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BE GOVERNED BY, AND CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCE WITH, THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK.

SECTION 8. WAIVER OF JURY TRIAL. EACH PARTY HERETO HEREBY WAIVES, TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, ANY RIGHT IT MAY HAVE TO A TRIAL BY JURY IN RESPECT OF ANY LITIGATION DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY ARISING OUT OF, UNDER OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT. EACH PARTY HERETO (A) CERTIFIES THAT NO REPRESENTATIVE, AGENT OR ATTORNEY OF ANY OTHER PARTY HAS REPRESENTED, EXPRESSLY OR OTHERWISE, THAT SUCH OTHER PARTY WOULD NOT, IN THE EVENT OF LITIGATION, SEEK TO ENFORCE THE FOREGOING WAIVER AND (B) ACKNOWLEDGES THAT IT AND THE OTHER PARTIES HERETO HAVE BEEN INDUCED TO ENTER INTO THIS AGREEMENT, BY, AMONG OTHER THINGS, THE MUTUAL WAIVERS AND CERTIFICATIONS IN THIS SECTION 11.

SECTION 9. Jurisdiction; Consent to Service of Process. Each Loan Party hereby irrevocably and unconditionally submits, for itself and its property, to the exclusive jurisdiction of any New York state court or Federal court of the United States of America sitting in the Borough of Manhattan, and any appellate court from any thereof, in any action or proceeding arising out of or relating to this Agreement, or for recognition or enforcement of any judgment, and each of the parties hereto hereby irrevocably and unconditionally agrees that all claims in respect of any such action or proceeding may be heard and determined in such New York State or, to the extent permitted by law, in such Federal court; provided that solely for the purpose of enforcement of the rights of the Administrative Agent, any Collateral Agent and any Lender under this Agreement in Austria, each Loan Party hereby irrevocably and unconditionally also submits, for itself and its property to the jurisdiction of the courts of England. Each of the parties hereto agrees that a final judgment in any such action or proceeding shall be conclusive and may be enforced in other jurisdictions by suit on the judgment or in any other manner provided by law. Nothing in this Agreement shall affect any right that the Administrative Agent, the Collateral Agents or any Lender may otherwise have
to bring any action or proceeding relating to this Agreement against any Borrower, Holdings or their respective properties in the courts of any jurisdiction.

(i) Each Loan Party hereby irrevocably and unconditionally waives, to the fullest extent it may legally and effectively do so, any objection which it may now or hereafter have to the laying of venue of any suit, action or proceeding arising out of or relating to this Agreement in any New York State or Federal court. Each of the parties hereto hereby irrevocably waives, to the fullest extent permitted by law, the defense of an inconvenient forum to the maintenance of such action or proceeding in any such court.

(ii) Each party to this Agreement irrevocably, to the extent permitted under applicable law, consents to service of process in the manner provided for notices in Section 9.01 of the Credit Agreement. Nothing in this Agreement will affect the right of any party to this Agreement to serve process in any other manner permitted by law.

(iii) Each Loan Party hereby irrevocably designates and appoints RGHI as its authorized agent upon which process may be served in any action, suit or proceeding arising out of or relating to this Agreement that may be instituted by the Administrative Agent, any Collateral Agent or any Lender in any Federal or state court in the State of New York. Each Loan Party hereby agrees that service of any process, summons, notice or document by U.S. registered mail addressed to RGHI, with written notice of said service to such Loan Party at the address set forth in Section 9.01 of the Credit Agreement shall be effective service of process for any action, suit or proceeding brought in any such court.

SECTION 10. **Heads**ings. The headings of this Agreement are for purposes of reference only and shall not limit or otherwise affect the meaning hereof.

SECTION 11. **Austrian Stamp Duty, Etc.** The parties hereto agree that the provisions of Sections 9.19 (Place of Performance) and 9.20 (Austrian Stamp Duty) of the Credit Agreement and the provisions of Sections 5.15 (Place of Performance) and 5.16 (Austrian Stamp Duty) of the First Lien Intercreditor Agreement shall apply to this Agreement as if incorporated herein mutatis mutandis.

SECTION 12. **Successors and Assigns.** This Agreement and the Credit Agreement as amended hereby, shall bind and inure to the benefit of each of the parties hereto and each of their respective successors and assigns.

[Remainder of page intentionally left blank]
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be duly executed by their respective authorized officers as of the day and year first above written.

REYNOLDS GROUP HOLDINGS INC.

by

______________________________
Name:

______________________________
Title:
[OTHER LOAN PARTIES],

by

____________________________
Name:
Title:
CREDIT SUISSE AG, CAYMAN ISLANDS BRANCH, individually and as Administrative Agent

by

______________________________
Name:
Title:

by

______________________________
Name:
Title:
Check all that apply:

A. ☐ TO EXECUTE THIS AGREEMENT AS AN ACCEPTING U.S. TERM LENDER
   By checking this box, the undersigned Accepting U.S. Term Lender hereby agrees to the modifications to its U.S. Term Loans set forth herein and in the Amended Credit Agreement and consents to this Agreement.

B. ☐ TO EXECUTE THIS AGREEMENT AS AN ACCEPTING EUROPEAN TERM LENDER
   By checking this box, the undersigned Accepting European Term Lender hereby agrees to the modifications to its European Term Loans set forth herein and in the Amended Credit Agreement and consents to this Agreement.

C. ☐ TO EXECUTE THIS AGREEMENT AS A U.S. REVOLVING CREDIT LENDER

D. ☐ TO EXECUTE THIS AGREEMENT AS A EUROPEAN REVOLVING CREDIT LENDER

Name of Lender: ________________________________________________

by

____________________________________________________________

Name:
Title:

For any Lender requiring a second signature line:

by

____________________________________________________________

Name:
Title:
Limitations

Each Loan Party incorporated or otherwise organized under the laws of any jurisdiction other than the United States or any state thereof or Luxembourg (other than Holdings) and any Loan Party as may be agreed by the Administrative Agent acting in its sole discretion (each a “Limited Loan Party”, and collectively, the “Limited Loan Parties”) is only a signatory to this Agreement for the purpose of giving its assent to the amendments to the Credit Agreement made by this Agreement (and for no other purpose whatsoever). It is expressly agreed by all parties to this Agreement that, notwithstanding that each such Limited Loan Party is a signatory to this Agreement, none of the Limited Loan Parties is (by so being a signatory) consenting to, confirming or otherwise acknowledging, and no Limited Loan Party shall be held liable for, any extension whatsoever of its obligations and liabilities under the Credit Agreement or any other Loan Document (in its capacity as a Loan Party or otherwise) in excess of, or in addition to, such obligations and liabilities as they existed with respect to such Limited Loan Party immediately prior to the Effective Date.

The Administrative Agent and the Lenders party hereto hereby agree that there shall be no breach of any representation, warranty or covenant in the Credit Agreement or any other Loan Documents as a result of the fact that any such representation or warranty made by or with respect to (a) a Limited Loan Party or (b) a Limited Loan Party Shareholder (but only in respect of a Limited Collateral Agreement), required in any Loan Document or in any document required by any Loan Document would be untrue or incorrect (or any such covenant would be unable to be satisfied) by virtue of the fact that (i) all necessary corporate or other action may not yet have been taken to approve or authorize the extension by such Limited Loan Party of any obligation or liability on its part in respect of this Agreement (save for the purpose referred to in the first paragraph above) or the Reaffirmation Agreement referred to herein or any other amendment, supplement, or confirmation of any existing Loan Document as referred to in Section 5(a)(vi) of this Agreement or any matters relating thereto, (ii) all necessary corporate or other action may not yet have been taken by a Limited Loan Party Shareholder to approve or authorize the extension by it of its obligations under any Limited Collateral Agreement to which it is a party, or otherwise in respect of this Agreement or (iii) any existing guarantee or security interest in the Collateral (a) provided by such Limited Loan Party or (b) provided by a Limited Loan Party Shareholder under a Limited Collateral Agreement may not be legal, valid or enforceable in respect of Bank Obligations in respect of this Agreement or any such security interest is not a first priority Lien and perfected in respect thereof, and no Default or Event of Default shall be deemed to have occurred as a result thereof, provided that the Loan Parties are otherwise in compliance with the obligations under Section 9 of this Agreement.

For the purposes of this Schedule II, “Limited Collateral Agreement” shall mean a Collateral Agreement entered into by a Loan Party (a “Limited Loan Party Shareholder”) in respect of the equity, stock or other membership interests of a Limited Loan Party.
Post-Effectiveness Matters

Holdings shall cause, within 90 days after the CP Date (or such later date as the Administrative Agent in its sole discretion may permit), and subject to the Agreed Security Principles, each Limited Loan Party that has not theretofore been released from all of its obligations as a Guarantor under the Credit Agreement to take any and all actions reasonably requested by the Administrative Agent to confirm and acknowledge (in particular but not limited to by way of confirmation agreements) that its guarantee of the Bank Obligations (with respect to each such Loan Party) and its other security granted (with respect to each such Loan Party) continue in full force and effect, in each case subject to any limitations contained therein or in Schedule 10.03 of the Amended Credit Agreement, in respect of the Bank Obligations under the Amended Credit Agreement and the other Loan Documents.